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Summary 

An evaluation at Carlton Colville in advance of housing development indicated three areas of 
potential archaeological interest. 
 
At the extreme north-eastern corner of the development area a feature associated with site CAC 
001 was recognised. Previous excavation in 2003, in advance of a new bypass, had recognised a 
series of enclosure ditches defining a multiperiod site dating from the Neolithic to the Saxon 
periods (CAC 001 and 026). A ditch found during the current evaluation is probably part of the 
western boundary of this enclosure. 
 
Across the central part of the development area (CAC 031), widely spaced features of probable 
prehistoric date were revealed. One small and one larger pit both contained Early Iron Age 
pottery. An undated, isolated cremation is of probable Bronze or Iron Age date. Significant 
prehistoric features have been found to the east (CAC 001/026) and to the south (CAC 030), and 
it is likely that these individual features are outliers from these main concentrations and represent 
utilisation of the whole landscape during the prehistoric period. 
 
A very large ditch, 3.5m in width, was recognised running north-east to south-west across the 
site. This could be the continuation of a large ditch on a similar alignment from site CAC 030 to 
the south-west. This feature appears to define the boundary between sand and clay natural 
subsoils. 
 
In the extreme south-west corner of the site, a concentration of largely undated features (CAC 
032) are thought to be outliers from a scatter associated with Carlton Hall (CAC 004) to the 
immediate south-east. This building is thought to be on the site of a medieval, or possibly Saxon, 
manor. 
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Definitions 

Later Prehistoric   
Neolithic 4,000 - 2,000 BC 
Bronze Age 2,000 - 600 BC 
Iron Age 600 BC - AD 43 
   
Historic   
Romano-British AD 43 - 410 
Saxon AD 410 - 1066 
Medieval AD 1066 - 1500 
Post-medieval AD 1500 - 1800 
Modern AD 1800 - present 
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Introduction 

The Planning Authority (Waveney District Council) has been advised by the Conservation Team 
of Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service that planning consent should be conditional 
upon an agreed programme of archaeological work taking place before development begins (see 
Appendix 1). An evaluation was therefore proposed to determine the archaeological potential of 
the area. 
 
The archaeological evaluation was commissioned by Persimmon Homes (Anglia) Ltd. The Field 
Team of the Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service conducted the fieldwork between 
the 1st and the 5th December 2003. 
 
The site is situated along the southern edge of the new Carlton Colville bypass (see figure 1). 
This is an area of predominantly flat ground above the 10m contour with a slight slope to the 
south. Although the majority of the site is on clay, the narrower eastern end is on sand. 
 
The archaeological potential of the site rests on its proximity to other known archaeological sites 
(see figure 2). The development area lies directly north of Carlton Hall which could be of Saxon 
origin (Newman 1998). Recent excavations at the nearby St Peters Rd site, CAC 030, have 
indicated Neolithic, Bronze Age and Saxon features in this area (Meredith 2003). At the eastern 
end of the development area, the site directly borders a multiperiod sequence that dates from the 
Neolithic to the Saxon period (CAC 001 and 026, Meredith 2001). Other prehistoric and 
medieval concentrations are known to the north and west (Gill 2001, Everett 2002). The 
potential for these concentrations extending into the new area or for new sites to be revealed by 
trial trenching was high.  
 
Methodology 
Trenching, using a 360° digger with a 1.9m wide, toothless ditching bucket, was carried out to represent a minimum 
4% sample of the total site area (not including land disturbed by quarrying). In total c.765m of linear trenches were 
laid out to investigate the site (see figure 2). An area at present used as a compound by contractors could not be 
trenched. This area will be investigated when this land becomes available. Another area close to the south-west 
corner of the development area was not investigated as this was the site of a disused quarry pit, later used for landfill 
(this is the area originally thought to be the possible site of old pasture; see Appendix 1, 3.1).  
 
All machining was observed by an archaeologist standing within the trench. The topsoil and subsoil were removed 
separately by the digger to reveal the undisturbed natural deposits and archaeological features in the base of the 
trench. The upcast soil was checked visually for any archaeological finds. A metal detector search was conducted 
across the trench bases and of the spoil. 
 
Archaeological features observed in the base of the trench were cleaned and then hand excavated. Ditches, pits and 
post-holes were half-sectioned, some very large ditches could not be excavated and some of these were sampled for 
finds. Possible features and anomalies observed were also investigated and sampled by excavation to see whether 
natural or not. 
 
Observed archaeological features were recorded on plan at a scale of 1:50 and in section at a scale of 1:20. A 
photographic record was made of excavated features using both colour slide and black and white film. Records 
using the digital camera were also made. Different deposits encountered, archaeological or otherwise, were 
described and given separate ‘observable phenomena’ (O.P.) numbers (see Appendix 2 for context list). Context 
records were entered onto an MS Access database. 
 
Finds recovered from the excavation were assigned to their archaeological context and recorded using the 
appropriate O.P. number. All finds were inspected, cleaned and analysed at our Bury St Edmunds office.  
 
Various concentrations of finds and archaeological features were noted across the site. Each site has been defined 
and assigned a Suffolk County Sites and Monuments Records number (CAC 001 and 031 to 032). CAC 001, at the 
eastern end of the site, was recognised during a previous archaeological investigation (Meredith 2003). As previous 
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work had been done on this site the context numbering was started at 0500 for this evaluation. The site code CAC 
031 refers to archaeological features encountered across the central area of the site and is a very dispersed group. 
The site code CAC 032 has been used for a small concentration of features from the south-west corner of the. 
 
The site archive will be deposited with the Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service at Shire Hall, Bury St 
Edmunds. 
 
 

Results 

 
The results will be considered site by site and then trench by trench. The sites and trench 
locations are shown on figure 2, with more detailed trench plans and sections shown on figures 3 
and 4. Full context descriptions can be found in appendix 2. 
 
CAC 001 
 
Trench 1 
This trench was 47.5m long and had a topsoil of 350mm thickness, context 0502, and a deep 
subsoil of 300mm, 0503, which contained Early Iron Age pottery. Natural sand deposits were 
revealed across the base of the trench. Metal finds recovered from topsoil 0502 were all of 
probable post-medieval or modern date (Small Finds 1100 – 1102). Ditch 0504 was encountered 
at the extreme north-east end of the trench and was only partially revealed. Excavation showed 
that two ditches could be detected in section with 0504 being a recut of the larger 0506 that 
disappeared behind the baulk of the trench. 
 
Both ditches were orientated north-west to south-east. Ditch 0504 had a width of c.800mm and a 
depth of 350mm. Its fill, 0505, was mid brown silty sand with occasional charcoal flecks. The 
larger ditch 0506 had a width of at least 1m and was 500mm deep where observed. Its fill, 0507, 
was similar but slightly paler than that of ditch 0504. Pottery finds from ditch fill 0505 indicate 
an Early Iron Age date. 
 
Either ditch could be the continuation of ditch 0141 seen during excavations in 2002, along the 
route of the new bypass road, and thought to constitute part of an Iron Age or Romano-British 
enclosure.  
 
CAC 031 
 
Trench 2 
This trench was 48.5m long, its topsoil, 0002, was 300mm thick, under which was a silty sand 
subsoil, 0003, also of 300mm thickness. The base of the trench revealed natural sand deposits. 
This trench contained a single feature, ditch 0004. This was north-west to south-east running, 
had an open U-profile with a width of 650mm and a depth of 150mm. Its fill, 0005, was mid 
brown silty sand. No finds were recovered from this feature. 
 
Trench 3 
Trench 3 was 55.2m long, had natural sand across its base except for the north-west end where 
clay mixed with pockets of sand was encountered. The topsoil, 0064, was 300mm thick, with the 
underlying subsoil, 0065, of 250mm thickness but becoming thinner (200mm) over the clay 
natural. A possible medieval belt fitting (Small Find 1000) was recovered from the topsoil 0064). 
 
Two features were recognised, both cut into the clay at the north-west end of the trench. The 
small pit 0006 was circular in plan with a diameter of 600mm and a depth of 200mm. Its fill, 
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0007, was mid to dark brown sandy clay, contained frequent charcoal and finds included Early 
Iron Age pottery. At the extreme north-west end of the trench a large feature, ditch 0008, was 
revealed. This could be part of the same large north-east to south-west ditch encountered in 
trench 5 (0022) and trench 4 (0016). Ditch 0008 was not excavated. 
 
Trench 4 
This trench was 56.5m long, the eastern end of the trench was cut into sand, otherwise pale 
brown clay was encountered across the base of the trench. The clay-rich topsoil, 0010, was 
300mm thick, and the subsoil, 0011, was 250mm deep over the sand in the east but decreased to 
150mm over the clay in the west. 
 
Four separate ditches were encountered in this trench. Ditch 0012 was the probable north-east to 
south-west extension of ditch 0034 seen in trench 7. The trench cut this large feature obliquely, 
so it was difficult to define its exact dimensions, but it did appear that another ditch, 0014, came 
off at right-angles to ditch 0012 to the south-east. Both features contained mid brown clay sand 
fills. Finds recovered from fill 0013 include an iron nail of probable post-medieval date (Small 
Find 1001) and brick fragments of 16th to 17th century date. Further to the east, a large ditch 0016 
was encountered, with a width of c.3.5m. This was north-east to south-west running and is the 
probable continuation of the ditches seen in trenches 3 and 5 (0008 and 0022 respectively). This 
feature was not excavated but finds from the machined surface of the ditch include brick of 16th 
to 17th century date. A smaller ditch, 0018, on a similar alignment, was cut by the larger 0016. 
This feature was sampled for finds but none recovered. 
 
Trench 5 
This trench was 37m long and was cut through natural mixed sand and clay. The topsoil, 0020, 
was 300mm deep and the underlying subsoil, 0021, was 150mm thick. Two features were 
partially revealed by this trench. At its extreme southern end, 0022, was probably part of the 
large ditch seen in trenches 3 and 4 (0008 and 0016 respectively). At the other end, another large 
feature was encountered, 0024. Unfortunately the trench could not be extended to define its 
dimensions; a ditch or large pit is thought to be the likely form of this feature. 
 
Trench 6 
This trench was 52.5m long and was cut through natural clay. The topsoil, 0026, was 300mm 
thick but probably due to truncation there was no subsoil between the topsoil and natural. From 
the topsoil a medieval quatrefoil mount was recovered by metal detector (Small Find 1002). This 
trench contained two shallow, north-west to south-east running ditches. The first of these, 0028, 
was 500mm wide and 80mm deep. The other ditch, 0030, was 500mm wide and 90mm deep. 
Both contained fills of mid brown sandy clay. No finds were recovered from these features. 
 
Trench 7 
Trench 7 was 47m long, had 300mm of topsoil, 0032, directly over brown clay natural. At the 
extreme eastern end of the trench, ditch 0034 was revealed this was north-east to south-west 
running and c.3.5m wide. It is likely that this is the continuation of ditch 0012 recognised in 
trench 4. A smaller ditch ran parallel to this 11m to the west. Ditch 0040 had an open U-profile 
with concave sides and rounded base with a width of 550mm and a depth of 200mm. Its fill, 
0041, was mid brown clay sand and contained no finds. 
 
Situated between the two ditches was pit 0036. Elliptical in plan, 1.7m by 1.1m, it was orientated 
approximately north-south. It had near vertical sides with a flat base but with a slight depression 
in the base at the south end, possibly indicating a post-setting. The depth at this point was 
500mm. This feature contained two fills. The upper, 0037, was a dark grey brown sandy clay 
with frequent charcoal flecks and smears of burnt clay. This deposit contained burnt daub or 
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oven dome pieces and Early Iron Age pottery, including part of a rare handled vessel. The lower 
fill, 0038, was mottled mid grey and brown sandy clay and contained no finds. 
 
Trench 8 
This trench was 52.5m long, and had a shallow topsoil, 0042, of 250mm thickness directly over 
the natural clay. A later prehistoric scraper was recovered from topsoil 0042. No archaeological 
features were recognised in this trench. 
 
Trench 9 
Trench 9 was 58m long and had a shallow topsoil, 0044, of 250mm thickness directly over 
chalky clay. This trench contained a north-east to south-west running ditch, 0046, backfilled with 
topsoil and of probable modern origin. Towards the western end of the trench a large feature 5m 
wide, 0048, crossed the trench. This has been interpreted as an entranceway for the large pit 
0052, which will be discussed below. 
 
Trench 10 and Pit 0052 
This trench was located in the centre of the large pit or quarry 0052. This massive feature 
survived as a slight depression c.45m east to west and c.30 north to south. A feature running off 
the pit to the north-west and encountered in trench 9 (feature 0048) has been interpreted as an 
entranceway to the quarry. The 5m long trench 10 was designed to investigate the depth of this 
feature and showed that under a thin topsoil, 0050, of 250mm was 1.45m of fill. Fill 0053 
consisted of mixed mid brown sandy clay with occasional small brick fragments. This feature is 
expected to be of recent origin. As this is in an area of chalky clay, this pit might have been used 
for the extraction of chalk. 
 
Trench 11 
This trench was 56.5m long with a topsoil, 0054, of 250-300mm thickness over orange brown 
clay natural. No archaeological deposits were recognised. 
 
Trench 12 
Trench 12 was 47m long with a topsoil, 0056, of 250mm to 300mm in thickness over clay 
natural. No archaeological deposits were recognised. 
 
Trench 13 
This trench was 73m long with a topsoil, 0058, of 250-300mm thickness over orange brown clay 
natural. Half way along this trench a small black-filled feature was revealed. This was a small, 
irregular feature, 0060, had a diameter of c.400mm and a depth of 100mm. Its fill was black silty 
clay, containing some charcoal and some small fragments of burnt bone. Although this bone has 
not been recognised as human there is a possibility that this feature represents a prehistoric 
cremation. 
 
Trench 14 
This trench was 54m long with a topsoil, 0062, of 250-300mm thickness over orange brown clay 
natural. No archaeological deposits were recognised. 
 
CAC 032 
 
Trench 15 
This trench was 27.5m in length, with a topsoil, 0006, of 250mm thickness and a subsoil, 0007, 
of 100mm over natural pale orange brown clay. Ditch 0040 was east to west running with gently 
sloping sides and a flat base and a width of 900mm and a depth of 120mm. Its mottled mid grey 
brown sandy clay fill, 0041, contained no finds. Three very ephemeral post-holes, 0034, 0036 
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and 0038, ran along the south edge of the ditch. The central feature, 0036, was c.450mm in 
diameter and 60mm deep and can be taken to be representative of the group. All contained fills 
of mid to dark brown sandy clay with moderate charcoal. No finds were recovered from these 
features. 
 
A small cluster of features around the junction with trench 16 include a post-hole, 0032, and a 
pit, 0030. Post-hole 0032 was a shallow, circular cut with a diameter of 350mm and a depth of 
60mm. Pit 0030 was an irregular shaped feature, c.2m by 2.5m which extended into trench 16. A 
sample end was excavated revealing a V-shaped profile with a depth of 350mm. The fill, 0031, 
consisted of mottled mid to dark grey sandy clay with moderate charcoal. No finds were 
recovered from these features. 
 
Trench 16 
This trench was 32.75m in length, formed a T-junction with trench 15, and had the same top and 
subsoil as trench 15. Pit 0030, mentioned above, extended into this trench, and to the north-east 
of this feature was the small, shallow, circular post-hole 0028. This had a diameter of 250mm 
and a depth of only 50mm. To the immediate east of this was a curving linear feature 0026. Of 
over 1.5m in length, a width of 550mm and depth of 70mm, it contained a very compacted fill, 
0027, and might have been of modern origin (e.g. a wheel rut). Slightly to the east, ditch 0024 
was north-west to south-east running, with gently curving sides and a flat base, with a width of 
1.1m and a depth of 80mm. The fill, 0025, was mid to dark grey sandy clay with moderate 
stones, some of which were quite large. No finds were recovered from these features. 
 
A pair of adjacent features were revealed 7m east of the last group discussed. Pit 0022 was an 
elongated feature, only partially revealed from under the baulk. Its length was 550mm observed 
and had a depth of 60mm. Pit 0020 was located on the north side of the trench. It had a shallow, 
circular cut with a diameter of c.600mm and a depth of 50mm. No finds were recovered from 
either of these features. 
 
A further 5m to the east was another concentration of features. The elongated pit 0018 was 2.3m 
long by 650mm with a depth of 800mm. Post-hole 0016 had a shallow, circular cut with a 
diameter of 260mm and a depth of 40mm. Post-hole 0014 also had a shallow, circular cut with a 
diameter of 320mm and a depth of 50mm. Pit 0012, was a shallow elliptical feature over 1.5m 
long by 900mm with a depth of 90mm. Another elliptical pit, 0010, disappeared under the baulk 
to the south side. This was at least 1m in length by 900mm and with a depth of 60mm. A third 
shallow elliptical pit, 0008, was 1.3m long by 800mm and with a depth of 80mm. The fill of this 
feature, 0009, contained two abraded sherds of probable Early Iron Age pottery. Except for pit 
0008, no finds were recovered from the other features. 
 
Trench 17 
This was a short trench of 14.7m with similar depths of top and subsoil to trenches 15 and 16. 
This trench revealed a single feature, a probable ditch partially uncovered at the western end of 
the trench. Ditch 0004 was north to south running and at least 700mm in width, its fill, 0005, was 
mid brown sandy clay with occasional stones. This feature was not excavated and no finds were 
recovered from it. 
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The Finds  

By Sue Anderson 

Introduction 
Finds were collected from eleven contexts, as shown in the table below. 
 
Site OP Pottery CBM Fired clay Flint Miscellaneous Spotdate 
  No. Wt/g No. Wt/g No. Wt/g No. Wt/g   
CAC 
001 

0502    SF 1100-
1102 

PMed 

 0503 1 7   EIA? 
 0505 2 27   EIA? 
CAC 
031 

0007 1 12   EIA 

 0013   2 265 SF 1001 PMed 
 0017   2 143  PMed 
 0026    SF 1002 Med 
 0037 7 67  23 135 1 5 1 burnt flint 

(21g) 
EIA? 

 0042    1 8  LPreh 
 0064    SF 1000 Med? 
CAC 
032 

0009 2 5   EIA? 

 Total 13 118 4 408 23 135 2 13   
Table 1: Summary of finds from all three sites 

Pottery 
Thirteen sherds of pottery, all handmade and flint tempered, were collected from the three sites.  
From CAC 001, there were two thin-walled sherds with sparse fine flint tempering, and a thick-
walled coarser sherd.  CAC 0031 pit fill 0007 contained a fine flint-tempered flat base sherd of 
probable Early Iron Age date.  Pit fill 0037 from this site contained six sherds of a coarsely flint-
tempered handled vessel and a heavily abraded orange sherd with abundant flint tempering.  
Handled vessels are rare in prehistory, and the only possible parallel identified so far is from 
Barham, where a smaller handle was associated with Darmsden-type vessels.  Two abraded flint-
tempered sherds were collected from pit fill 0009 at CAC 032. 
 
Ceramic building material and fired clay 
Fragments of soft orange bricks in fine to medium sandy fabrics with occasional ferrous 
inclusions were collected from ditch fills 0013 and 0017 at CAC 031.  One fragment from 0013 
was 60mm thick, and the brick from 0017 was more than 54mm thick but may have had a worn 
surface.  All fragments were post-medieval, probably dating to the 16th-17th centuries. 
 
Twenty-three fragments of abraded fired clay in a fine sandy fabric with few inclusions were 
collected from pit fill 0037 at CAC 031.  They may have been fragments of daub or oven dome, 
but there were no diagnostic features. 
 
Flint 
A flint flake with a hinge fracture was found in CAC 031 pit fill 0037, and a crudely made side-
end scraper came from layer 0042.  Neither was diagnostic and they are dated simply as ‘later 
prehistoric’ (late Neolithic to Iron Age).  One fragment of burnt flint ‘potboiler’ was also 
recovered from pit fill 0037. 
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Metalwork 
The following small finds were collected: 
 

CAC 001 
1100 (0502) Ae. Six folded sheet fragments with rivets, probable vessel patches.  Post-

medieval. 
1101 (0502) Tin? Folded sheet with circular crimped edge on one side and rectangular flat 

piece with central domed ‘stud’ (hollow back, not a rivet).  Modern, possibly 
First World War (S. Plunkett, pers. comm.). 

1102 (0502) Ae.  Sheet strip fragment with several holes, machine-made, modern. 
 

CAC 031 
1000 (0064) Ae.  Spade-shaped belt fitting or strap end with ferrous concretion on rear.  

Medieval? 
1001 (0013) Fe.  Nail.  Probably post-medieval. 
1002 (0026) Ae.  Quatrefoil openwork mount with one integral rivet, 18 x 17mm.  Medieval. 
 
Discussion 
There is evidence for prehistoric occupation of probable Iron Age date at all three sites.  Later 
finds are probably related to casual loss or manuring and suggest agricultural activity only in the 
medieval and post-medieval periods. 
 
Acknowledgements 
Finds identifications were aided by Edward Martin (pottery) and Colin Pendleton (flint). 
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Conclusions 

At the far eastern end of the site at CAC 001 a ditch containing later prehistoric pottery is 
thought to be part of a large enclosure of probable Iron Age or Romano-British date. This feature 
aligns with ditch 0141 that was recognised during excavations in advance of the new bypass, 
along the north edge of the development area. Together with other ditches in the vicinity, they 
define an area of later prehistoric and Romano-British activity (CAC 001 and 026) that extends 
200m eastwards. 
 
Across the centre of the site isolated features of Early Iron Age and general prehistoric date have 
been recognised. The small pit 0006 from trench 3 and the larger pit 0036, possibly a post-
setting, both contained pottery of Early Iron Age date. The possible cremation 0060 from trench 
13 cannot be closely dated, but a later prehistoric date is likely (either Bronze or Iron Age). 
Concentrations of prehistoric features are known from nearby with a Neolithic to Iron Age 
sequence to the east at CAC 001 and 026 and Neolithic and Bronze Age known to the south at 
CAC 030. These isolated features of prehistoric date are probable outliers from these main 
concentrations and point to a widely utilised landscape in the prehistoric period. 
 
The ditch 0008, seen running north-east to south-west through trenches 3,4 and 5, is a substantial 
feature of probable medieval date. It seems likely to have been backfilled in the post-medieval 
period as it contained brick of 16th to 17th century date. A similarly aligned and massive ditch 
was recognised at site CAC 030 to the south-west (ditch 0503). Interestingly here the ditch 
similarly defined the edge of the sand and clay natural. It is possible that these two section of 
ditches correspond to and define a large medieval boundary; possibly for a warren or deer park? 
 
The very shallow soils and height of the natural over much of the central part of the development 
area (e.g. trenches 8 to 14) point to a severe amount of truncation over much of this ground. Very 
little of archaeological interest was recognised in this area. 
 
At CAC 032 in the south-west corner of the site, a concentration of mainly undated features 
point to utilisation of this area in the past. Only one pit contained pottery and this was very 
abraded Early Iron Age material which is likely to be residual in a later feature. Despite their 
density many of these features are very ephemeral, only just penetrating the underlying clay 
natural. The paucity of finds might suggest that this was a peripheral area to past settlement and 
it is likely that they are an outlying group associated with Carlton Hall (CAC 004) which is 
probably of Saxon or Medieval foundation. 
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Recommendations 

The following recommendations are suggested for future work. 
 
• At CAC 001, in the extreme north-east corner of the site, the ditch 0504 should be further 

defined. When CAC 001 was first investigated, on the line of the present bypass to the north, 
it was shown that the enclosure ditch 0141 was associated with a small scattering of 
significant archaeological features. 

• Across CAC 031, the isolated prehistoric features (pits 0006 and 0036 and the possible 
cremation 0060) should be the centre of small areas of archaeological excavation. In the case 
of the two pits (trenches 3 and 7), this would give an opportunity to further investigate the 
nearby large ditches of the medieval or post-medieval periods. 

• At CAC 032, in the extreme south-west corner of the site, this area should be protected from 
any subsequent disturbance. This is in a proposed area of open green space and any 
landscaping or introduction of play equipment should be avoided unless archaeologically 
investigated beforehand. 

• Further trial trenching needs to be undertaken in the area of the present contractor’s 
compound before this area is developed for housing. 

 
 
Disclaimer 

Any opinions expressed in this report about the need for further archaeological work are those of 
the Field Projects Division alone.  The need for further work will be determined by the Local 
Planning Authority and its archaeological advisors when a planning application is registered.  
Suffolk County Council’s archaeological contracting service cannot accept responsibility for 
inconvenience caused to clients should the Planning Authority take a different view to that 
expressed in the report. 
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Figure 3: Plan of Trenches 1 to 13 with feature sections (CAC 001 and 031)
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Figure 4: Plan of Trenches 15 to 17 with feature sections (CAC 032)
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Appendix 1

SUFFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL
ARCHAEOLOG ICAL SERVICE - CONSERVATION TEAM

Briefand Specification/or an Archaeological Evaluation

CARLTON COLVILLE PHASE 2B

Background

An application for detailed consent to build. dwellings in this area is expected. The
existing outline consent (15951/3) contains a condition requiring the implementation
of a programme of archaeological work before development begins (planning Policy
Guidance 16, paragraph 30 condition). An archaeological evaluation of the consent

. area is required as the first part of that programme of archaeological work; decisions
on the need for, and scope of, any further work will be based upon the evaluation.

The development area is adjacent to areas which have already been evaluated by trial
trenching (SCCAS reports 98/63; 98/83; 2001/61; 2003/62). There is clear evidence
of medieval occupation to the south of the proposed area, and of settlement of Late
Saxon and medieval date (including dwellings) to the east of CarIton Hall. Prehistoric
occupation with finds and.ditches is known on the north-east boundary. The potential
of the proposal area is adequately demonstrated.

All arrangements for the field evaluation of the site, the timing of the work, access to
the site, the definition of the precise area of landholding and area for. proposed
development are to be defined and negotiated with the commissioning body.

In .accordance with the standards and guidance produced by the Institute of Field
Archaeologists this brief should not be considered sufficient to enable the total
execution of the project. A Project Design or Written Scheme of Investigation
(PDIWSI) based upon this brief and the accompanying outline specification of
minimum requirements, is an essential. requirement. This must be submitted by the
developers, or their agent, to the Conservation Team of the Archaeological Service of
Suffolk County Council (Shire Hall, Bury St Edmunds IP33 2AR; telephone/fax:
01284 352443) for approval. The work must not commence until this office has
approved both the archaeological contractor as suitable to undertake the work, and the
PDIWSI as satisfactory. The PDIWSI will provide the basis for measurable standards
and will be used to establish whether the requirements of the planning condition will
be adequatelymet· ~

Brief for the Archaeological Evaluation .._

Establish whether any archaeological deposit exists in the area, with particular regard
to any which are of sufficient importance to merit preservation in situ [at the discretion
of the developer].

Identify the date, approximate form and purpose of any archaeological deposit within
the application area, together with its likely extent, localised depth and quality of
preservation.
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2.3 Evaluate the likely impact of past land uses, and the possible presence of masking
colluvial/alluvial deposits.

.
2.4 Establish whether waterlogged organic deposits are likely to be present in the proposal

area.

2.5 Provide sufficient information to construct an archaeological conservation strategy,
dealing with preservation, the recording of archaeological deposits, working practices,
timetables and orders of cost.

2.6 This project will be carried through in a manner broadly consistent with English
Heritage's Management of Archaeological Projects, 1991 (MAP2), all stages will
follow a process of assessment and justification before proceeding to the next phase of
the project. Field evaluation is to be followed by the preparation of a full archive, and
an assessment of potential. Any further excavation required as mitigation is to be
followed by the preparation of a full archive, and an assessment of potential, analysis
and final report preparation may follow. Each stage will be the subject of a further
brief and updated project design, this document covers only the evaluation stage.

2.7 The developer or his archaeologist will give the Conservation Team of the
Archaeological Service of Suffolk County Council (address as above) five working
days notice of the commencement of ground works on the site, in order that the work
ofthe archaeological contractor may be monitored.

2.8 If the approved evaluation design is not carried through in its entirety (particularly in
the instance of trenchingbeing incomplete) the evaluation report may be rejected.
Alternatively the presence of an archaeological deposit may be presumed, and
untested areas included on this basis when defining the final mitigation strategy.

2.9 An outline specification, which defines certain minimum criteria, is set out below.

3. Specification

3.1 Examine the area for earthworks, e.g. banks, ponds, ditches [there is a small area of
possible old pasture just north of Carlton Hall]. If present these are to be recorded in
plan at 1:2500, with appropriate sections. A record should be made ofthe topographic
setting of the site (e.g. slope, plateau, etc). The Conservation Team of SCC
Archaeological Service must be consulted. if earthworks are present and before ,

.proceeding to the excavation ofany trial trenches.

3.2 Trial trenches are to be excavated to cover a minimum 3% by area of the entire site
and shall be positioned to sample all parts of the site. Linear trenches are thought to
be the most appropriate sampling method. Trenches are to be a minimum of 1.8m
wide unless special circumstances can be demonstrated. Ifexcavation is mechanised a
toothless 'ditching bucket' at least 1.2m wide must be used. The trench design must
be approved by the Conservation Team of the Archaeological Service before field
work begins.

3:3' The topsoil may be mechanically removed using an appropriate machine fitted with
toothless bucket and. other equipment. All machine excavation is to be under the
direct control and supervision of an archaeologist. The topsoil should be examined for
archaeological material.
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. 3.4 The top of the first archaeological deposit may be cleared by machine, but must then
be cleaned off by hand. There is a presumption that excavation of all archaeological
deposits will be done by hand unless. it can be shown there' will not be a loss of
evidence by using a machine. The decision as to the proper method of further
excavation will be made by the senior project archaeologist with regard to the nature
of the deposit.

3.5 In all evaluation excavation there is a presumption of the need to cause the minimum
disturbance to the site consistent with adequate evaluation; that significant
archaeological features, e.g. solid or bonded structural remains, building slots orpost
holes, should be preserved intact even if fills are sampled.

3.6 There must be sufficient excavation to give clear evidence for the period, depth and
nature of any archaeological deposit. The depth and nature of colluvial or other
masking deposits must be established across the site.

3.7 The contractor shall provide details of the sampling strategies for retrieving artefacts,
biological remains (for palaeoenvironmental and palaeoeconomic investigations), and
samples of sediments and/or soils (for micromorphological and other
pedological/sedimentological analyses. Advice on the appropriateness of the
proposed strategies will be sought from P Murphy, English Heritage Regional Adviser
for Archaeological Science (East of England); A guide to sampling archaeological
deposits (Murphyand Wiltshire 1994) is available.

3.8 Any natural subsoil surface revealed should be hand cleaned and examined for
archaeological deposits and artefacts. Sample excavation of any archaeological
features revealed may be necessary in order to gauge their date and character.

3.9 Metal detector searches must take place at all stages of the excavation by an
experienced metal detector.

3.10 All finds will be collected and processed (unless variations in this principle are agreed
with the Conservation Team of SCC Archaeological Service during the course of the
evaluation).

3.11 Human remains must be left in situ except in those cases where damage or desecration
are to be expected, or in the event that analysis of the remains is shown to be a
requirement of satisfactory evaluation of the site. However, the excavator shouldbe
aware of, and comply with, the provisions of Section 25 ofthe Burial Act 1857.

3.12 Plans of any archaeological features on the site are to be drawn at 1:20 or 1:50,
depending on the complexity of the data to be recorded. Sections should be drawn at
1:10 or 1:20 again depending on the complexity to be recorded. Any variations from
this must be agreed with the Conservation Team.

3.13 A photographic record of the work is to be made, consisting of both monochrome
photographs and colour transparencies.

3.14 Topsoil, subsoil and archaeological deposit to be kept separate during excavation to
allow sequential backfilling of excavations.
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4. General Management

4.1 A timetable for all stages of the project must be agreed before the first stage of work
. commences, including monitoring by the Conservation Team of SCC Archaeological
Service.

4.2 The composition of the project staffmust be detailed and agreed (this is to include any
subcontractors).

4.3 A general Health and Safety Policy must be provided, with detailed risk assessment
and management strategy for this particular site.

4.4 No initial survey to detect public utility or other services has taken place. The
responsibility for this rests with the archaeological contractor.

4.5 The Institute of Field Archaeologists' Standard and Guidance for Archaeological
Desk-based Assessments and for Field Evaluations should be used for additional
guidance in the execution ofthe project and in drawing up the report.

5. Report Requirements

5.1 An archive of all records and finds must be prepared consistent with the principles of
English Heritage's Management of Archaeological Projects, 1991 (particularly
Appendix 3.1 and Appendix 4.1).

5.2 The data recording methods and conventions used must be consistent with, and
.approved by, the County Sites and Monuments Record.

5.3 The objective account of the archaeological evidence must be clearly distinguished
from its archaeological interpretation.

6.4 An opinion as to the necessity for further evaluation and its scope may be given. No
further site work should be embarked upon until the primary fieldwork results are
assessed and the need for further work is established

5.5 Reports on specific areas of specialist study must include sufficient detail to permit
assessment of potential for analysis, including tabulation of data by context, and must
include non-technical summaries.

5.6 The Report must include a discussion and an assessment of the archaeological
evidence. Its conclusions must include a clear statement of the archaeological potential
of the site, and the significance of that potential in the context of the Regional
Research Framework (East AnglianArchaeology, Occasional Papers 3 & 8, 1997 and
2000).

5.7 Finds must be appropriately conserved and stored in accordance with UK Institute of
Conservators Guidelines. The finds, as an indissoluble part of the site archive, should
be deposited with the County SMR if the landowner can be persuaded to agree to this.
If this is not possible for all or any part of the finds archive, then provision must be
made for additional recording (e.g. photography, illustration, analysis) as appropriate.
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5.10 County SMR sheets must be completed, as per the county SMR manual, for all sites
where archaeological finds and/or features are located.· .

This brief and specification remains valid for 12 months from the above date. If work
is not carried out in full within that time this document will lapse; the authority should
be notified and a revised brief and specification may be issued.

5

5.8 The site archive is to be depositedwith the County SMR within three months of the
completion of fieldwork. It will then become publicly accessible.

If the work deffned by this brief forms a part of a programme of archaeological work
required by a Planning Condition, the results must be considered by the Conservation
Team of the Archaeological Service of Suffolk County Council, who have the
responsibility for advising the appropriate Planning Authority.

Reference: CColville2B-200310

Tel: 01284352441

5.9 Where positive conclusions are drawn from a project (whether it be evaluation or
excavation) a summary report, in the established format, suitable for inclusion in the
annual'Archaeology in Suffolk' section of the Proceedings ofthe Suffolk Institute for
Archaeology, must be prepared. It should be included in the project report; or
submitted to the Conservation Team, by. the end of the calendar year in which the
evaluation work takes place, whichever is the sooner.

Date: 31 October 2003

Suffolk County Council
Archaeological Service Conservation Team
Environment and Transport Department
Shire Hall
Bury St Edmunds
Suffolk JP33 2AR

Specification by: R D Carr
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Appendix 2: CAC 001, 031 032 context Hst

SITE OPNO TRENCH IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION FINDS DATE

CACOOl 0502 Tl layer Ploughsoil - dark brown sandy loam; 35Omm. Pmed

CACOOl 0503 Tl layer Subsoil - mid brown silty sand; 30Omm. EIA?

CACOOI 0504 Tl ditch cut NW-SE running, width c.800mm depth 35Omm, recut of0506?, continuation of 0141(2002
ex.c)?

CACOOI 0505 ri ditch fill Mid brown silty sand with occasional charcoal. EIA?

CACOOI 0506 Tl ditch cut Partially revealed, NW-SE running, min width lm+, min. depth 500mm+; continuation of
0141?

CACOOl 0507 TI ditch fill Mid to pale brown silty sand with very occasional charcoal.

CAC03l 0001 finds Unstratified finds from whole site.

CAC03l 0002 T2 layer Ploughsoil - dark brown sandy loam; 30Omm.

CAC 031 0003 T2 layer Subsoil - mid brown silty sand; 300mm.

CAC03l 0004 T2 ditch cut NW-SE running with open U-profile, depth c.150mm, width c.65Omm.

CAC03l 0005 T2 ditch fill Mid brown silty sand, moderate to occasional stones.

CAC03l 0006 T3 pit cut Small circular pit, diameter 600mm depth 200mm

CAC03l 0007 T3 pit fill Mid to dark brown sandy clay, moderate to frequent charcoal and stones. EIA

CAC03l 0008 T3 ditch cut Partially revealed, large NE-SW running ditch; unexcavated.

CAC03l 0009 T3 ditch fill Mid brown sandy clay; unexcavated.

CAC03l 0010 T4 layer Ploughsoil - dark brown clay loam; 300mm.

CAC03l 0011 T4 layer Subsoil - mid brown silty sand (E end) becoming sandy clay; l50-250mm.
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SITE OPNO TRENCH IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION FINDS DATE

CAC03l 0012 T4 ditch cut NE-SW running, width c.lm; unexcavated.

CAC03l 0013 T4 ditch fill Mid brown clay sand, occasional charcoal; unexcavated, Pmed

CAC03l 0014 T4 ditch cut NW-SE running,at right-angles to 0012, unexcavated.

CAC03l 0015 T4 ditch fill Mid brown clay sand; occasional charcoal; unexcavated.

CAC03l 0016 T4 ditch cut Large NE-SW running ditch, c.3.5m wide, unexcavated. Continuation ofOO08?

CAC03l 0017 T4 ditch fill Mid brown clay sand, occasional charcoal flecks and stones; unexcavated, Pmed

CAC03l 0018 T4 ditch cut Obscured by large ditch 0016, NE-SW running, c.lm wide; unexcavated

CAC03l 0019 T4 ditch fill Mid brown clay sand with clay mottles and darker silt sand patches; unexcavated.

CAC03l 0020 T5 layer Ploughsoil - dark brown clay loam; 300mm.

CAC031 0021 T5 layer Subsoil - mid brown clay sand; l50mm.

CAC03l 0022 T5 ditch cut Partially revealed, probable continuation of ditch 0016, and 0008?

CAC03l 0023 T5 ditch fill Mid brown clay sand; unexcavated.

CAC031 0024 T5 ditch cut? Partially revealed in trench end, E-W running ditch or large pit, width 3.5m+; unexcavated.

CAC03l 0025 T5 ditch fill? Mid brown sandy clay, occasional charcoal; unexcavated.

CAC03l _ 0026 T6 layer Ploughsoil - dark brown clay loam; 300mm (no subsoil under). Med

CAC03l 0027 number not used

CAC 031 0028 T6 ditch cut NW-SE running ditch, width c.5oOmm, depth 8Omm.

CAC03l 0029 T6 ditch fill Mid brown sandy clay, moderate stones, occasional charcoal flecks.

CAC03l 0030 T6 ditch cut NW-SE running ditch, width c.50Omm, depth 10Omm.

CAC03l 0031 T6 ditch fill Mid brown sandy clay, moderate stones, occasional charcoal flecks.
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SITE OPNO TRENCH IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION FINDS DATE

CAC031 0032 T7 layer Ploughsoil - dark brown clay loam; 300mm (no subsoil under),

CAC031 0033 number not used

CAC031 0034 T7 ditch cut Large ditch, NE-SW running, c,3.5m wide; unexcavated

CAC031 0035 T7 ditch fill Mid to dark brown clay sand, moderate stones and occasional charcoal flecks.

CAC031 0036 T7 pit cut Elliptical in plan, 1.7 by 1.lm, orientated N-S, with near vertical sides, flat base but with
depression in base at S end (post-setting"), max depth 500mm.

CAC031 0037 T7 pit fill Upper fill, dark grey brown sandy clay, frequent charcoal flecks, moderate burnt clay smears EIA?
and stones,

CAC031 0038 T7 pit fill Lower fill, mottled mid grey and brown sandy clay, moderate charcoal flecks and stones.

CAC031 0039 number not used

CAC031 0040 T7 ditch cut NE-SW running, U-profile, width 550mm depth 200mm,

CAC031 0041 T7 ditch fill Mid brown clay sand.

CAC031 0042 T8 layer Ploughsoil - dark brown clay loam; 300mm (no subsoil under). L.Preh.

CAC031 0043 number not used

CAC031 0044 T9 layer Ploughsoil - dark brown clay loam; 250mm+ (no subsoil under).

CAC031 0045 number not used

CAC031 0046 T9 ditch cut NE-SW running, with steep sides and flat base, width 500mm, depth 400mm,

CAC031 0047 T9 ditch fill Dark brown sandy clay loam with brown clay mottles - probably modem.

CAC031 0048 T9 hollow cut Probable hollow or entrance for large pit 0052.

CAC031 0049 T9 hollow fill Mid brown sandy clay.

CAC031 0050 TIO layer Ploughsoil - dark brown clay loam; 300mm (no subsoil under).
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SITE OPNO TRENCH IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION FINDSDATE

CAC031 0051 number not used

CAC031 0052 TlO quarry cut Large pit or quarry, c.40m+ in diameter with a depth of 1.7m where sampled in T 10.

CAC031 0053 TlO quarry fill Mid brown sandy clay, occasional small brick frags (probably modem).

CAC031 0054 Tll layer Ploughsoil - dark brown clay loam; 250-30Omm(no subsoil under).

CAC031 0055 number not used

CAC031 0056 T 12 layer Ploughsoil - dark brown clay loam; 250-30Omm(no subsoil under).

CAC031 0057 number not used

CAC 031 0058 TB layer Ploughsoil - dark brown clay loam; 250-30Omm (no subsoil under).

CAC 031 0059 number not used

CAC031 0060 TB cremation cut Small, irregular shaped pit with convex base, diameter 40Omm, depth 10Omm.

CAC031 0061 TB cremation fill Black silty clay with some charcoal and occasional fragments ofbumt bone - treat as
possible cremation.

CAC031 0062 T 14 layer Ploughsoil - dark brown clay loam; 250-300mm (no subsoil under).

CAC031 0063 number not used

CAC031 0064 T3 layer Ploughsoil - dark brown sandy loam becoming more clay to NW end; 300mm. Med?

CAC031 0065 T3 layer Subsoil- mid brown silty sand (SE end); sandy clay (NW end); 200-250mm.

CAC032 0001 finds Unstratified finds from entire site.

CAC032 0002 T 17 layer Ploughsoil - dark brown clay loam; 250mm

CAC032 0003 T 17 layer Subsoil - mid brown sandy clay; 100mm

CAC032 0004 T 17 ditch cut Partially revealed, N-S running, width 60Omm+;not excavated

CAC032 0005 T 17 ditch fill Mid brown sandy clay with occasional stones.
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SITE OPNO TRENCH IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION FINDSDATE

CAC032 0006 T 1516 layer Ploughsoil - dark brown clay loam; 250mm

CAC032 0007 T 1516 layer Subsoil- mid brown sandy clay; 100mm

CAC 032 0008 T 16 pit cut Shallow, elliptical pit 1.3m x 800mm, 80mm deep.

CAC032 0009 T 16 pit fill Mid grey brown sandy clay with occasional stones. EIA?

CAC032 0010 T 16 pit cut Shallow, elliptical pit Im+ x 900mm, 60mm deep.

CAC032 0011 T 16 pit fill Mid grey brown sandy clay with occasional stones and charcoal flecks.

CAC032 0012 T 16 pit cut Shallow elliptical pit 1.5m+ by 900mm, 90mm deep.

CAC 032 0013 T 16 pit fill Mid grey brown sandy clay with moderate stones and occasional charcoal flecks.

CAC032 0014 T 16 post-hole cut Shallow, circular cut, diameter 32Omm, depth 50mm.

CAC032 0015 T 16 post-hole fill Mid grey brown sandy clay, occasional charcoal flecks.

CAC032 0016 T 16 post-hole cut Shallow, circular cut, diameter 26Omm, depth 4Omm.

CAC032 0017 T 16 post-hole fill Mid grey brown sandy clay, occasional charcoal flecks.

CAC032 0018 T 16 linear pit cut Elongated pit, 2.3m by 650mm, depth 800mm

CAC032 0019 T 16 linear pit fill Mid grey brown sandy clay with moderate stones and occasional charcoal flecks.

CAC032 0020 T 16 pit cut Shallow, circular cut, diameter of c.600mm and depth of50mm

CAC032 0021 T 16 pit fill Mid grey brown sandy clay with occasional stones and charcoal flecks.

CAC032 0022 T 16 pit cut Partially revealed, length 550mm+, depth 60mm.

CAC 032 0023 T16 pit fill Mid to dark grey brown sandy clay, moderate charcoal and stones

CAC 032 0024 T 16 ditch cut NW-SE running, gently curving sides and flat base, width 1.1m, depth 80mm.

CAC032 0025 T 16 ditch fill Mid to dark grey sandy clay, moderate stones (some quite large) and charcoal flecks.
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CAC032 0026 T 16 pit cut Curving, elongated feature, length 1.5m+, depth 70mm

CAC032 0027 T 16 pit fill Dark grey si1tysand clay, very compacted (possibly modern, eg wheel rut?)

CAC032 0028 T 16 post-hole cut Shallow, circular cut with a diameter of250mm, depth 5Omm.

CAC032 0029 T 16 post-hole fill Mid to dark grey sandy clay.

CAC032 0030 T 1516 pit cut Irregularly shaped feature, c.2.5 by 2m, with a depth of350mm where excavated.

CAC032 0031 T 1516 pit fill Mottled mid to dark grey sandy clay, moderate charcoal and occasional stones.

CAC032 0032 T 15 post-hole cut Circular, shallow cut, diameter 35Omm,depth 60mm.

CAC 032 0033 T 15 post-hole fill Mottled mid to dark grey sandy clay, moderate charcoal and occasional stones.

CAC032 0034 T 15 post-hole cut Circular, shallow feature, diameter 400mm, depth 50mm.

CAC032 0035 T 15 post-hole fill Mid to dark brown sandy clay, moderate charcoal.

CAC032 0036 T 15 post-hole cut Circular, shallow feature, diameter 450mm, depth 60mm

CAC032 0037 T 15 post-hole fill Mid to dark brown sandy clay, moderate charcoal.

CAC032 0038 T 15 post-hole cut Elongated, shallow feature, width 400 by 500mm+, depth 7Omm;

CAC032 0039 T 15 post-hole fill Mid to dark brown sandy clay, moderate charcoal.

CAC032 0040 T 15 ditch cut E-W running with gently sloping sides and a flat base, width 900mm, depth 120mm.

CAC032 0041 T 15 ditch fill Mottled mid grey and brown sandy clay with moderate charcoal flecks.
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